Critical Infrastructure Protection for Railways
FOR TRUST IN RAILWAY INFRASTRUCTURE, ROLLING STOCK AND STATIONS

Abloy adds trust to all aspects of railway operations, with advanced locking and access management solutions. Improving efficiency, security and cost savings with digital connectivity and innovative electronic technology.

Infrastructure solutions
From trackside and signalling equipment to the gates and access points of your maintenance yards, PROTEC2 CLIQ wireless solutions connect all locks and keys for maximum security and awareness of your situation. With an online audit trail that covers every registered key movement. Access rights can be managed remotely and keys programmed for specific scheduling times. So only the right people can go in and out. Lost keys are no longer a risk as their access rights can be simply deleted.

Abloy provides advanced electronic locking systems for each carriage and locomotive. Making every door more secure, adding safety as well as conforming to manufacturers’ specifications and industry regulations.

Station solutions
Train stations have expanded into multi-purpose centres with shops, services and offices. The ABLOY Electric Locks range adds advanced security to keep restricted areas safe and secure.

Essential railway communication and power, often located in trackside boxes and cabinets, is protected by our Super Weather Proof electronic padlocks and cabinet locks. Both are designed to perform under the harshest conditions. Protecting against vandalism and extremes of the environment.

Rolling stock solutions
Comprehensive product range
Abloy is a proven supplier of security and safety solutions for all assets in the critical infrastructure environment and handle entire security upgrade projects with care and expertise.

PROTEC2 CLIQ
PROTEC2 CLIQ is Abloy’s comprehensive and flexible key and access management system. It is easy to use and manage, making updating quick and efficient. With wireless and remote access validation options including an audit trail for instant situational awareness of the exact movement. It is also scalable for future needs and can be integrated with other systems.

CLIQ CONNECT
CLIQ Connect mobile solution minimises the risks around lost keys, logistics of managing them and access control. You are able to grant access rights from wherever you are, even to unmanned locations, regardless of distance and time, with the convenience of mobile technology.

ABLOY ELECTRIC LOCKS
ABLOY Electric Locks are among the most advanced and sophisticated out there. Going beyond industry standards and setting the benchmark in making electric locks one of the most intelligent features in your security system. Designed for a seamless, aesthetic and smooth performance under any conditions. A new standard of trust behind every door.

SUPER WEATHER PROOF PADLOCK
The Super Weather Proof (SWP) Padlock range meets IP68 specifications and can withstand the harshest conditions from storm-driven salt water or fine desert dust. Security is even guaranteed when your gates, switch and signal boxes have regular exposure to extreme heat or cold. They also come with electromechanical versions able to be linked to our CLIQ system.

ABLOY CABINET LOCKS
ABLOY Cabinet Locks are suitable for a wide range of applications including electricity cabinets, switch cabinets, distribution cabinets and other fittings.
ABLOY secures people, property, and business operations on land, at sea, and in the air — in all circumstances.

ASSA ABLOY is the global leader in door opening solutions, dedicated to satisfying end-user needs for security, safety and convenience.
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